Ductal carcinoma in situ of the breast with different histopathological grades and corresponding new breast tumour events: analysis of loss of heterozygosity.
To compare chromosomal alterations in ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) of different histopathological grades and to study aberrations between primary DCIS and corresponding ipsi- or contralateral new in situ or invasive tumours, a study was undertaken of the pattern of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) at chromosomal regions in which LOH has previously been described in invasive breast cancer. LOH was analysed using 19 microsatellite markers located on chromosomes 3p, 6q, 8p, 8q, 9p, 11p, 11q, 16q, 17p, and 17q in 30 women with a primary DCIS. Eleven women with DCIS of grade 1 and 19 with grade 3 according to the EORTC classification system were included. In six patients LOH was also analysed in a subsequent new breast cancer. Fractional allelic loss (FAL, the ratio of chromosomal arms where allelic loss was detected divided by the total number of chromosomal arms with informative markers) was statistically significantly higher in grade 1 DCIS compared with grade 3 (p=0.02) for the 19 loci, indicating that the amount of allelic loss does not correlate with increasing aggressiveness of the studied tumours. Also observed was a complete heterogeneity of LOH in the primary DCIS and their corresponding new events, suggesting that these events probably developed from genetically divergent clones.